CORC is an experimental computing language that was developed at Cornell University to serve the needs of a large and increasing group of computer users whose demands are both limited and intermittent. These are the laymen of the computing world, who chose to become as little concerned as possible in the computing process and mechanics, but who would like to benefit from the computational ability that is now commonplace. At a university most of the faculty and student users would fall into this categotT. In recognition of the current significance of the computer in every area of business, science and engineering there is increasing faculty interest in introdueing some use of modern computation into the students' academic experience if this can be done without placing too great a burden on an already hard-pressed curriculum. But computing is not going to be widely used in mathematics and engineering courses if the mechanics of its use are a burden to either the teacher or the student, or if the time necessary to prepare, test and operate programs cuts significantly into the subject matter for which the course was intended. Some participation on the part of the student appears to be an academic virtue, as well as a practical economic necessity--we have never heard any university computing center expansionist, in his wildest moments, propose a completely closed shop programming-operating service for general undergraduate use. In their own research many of the faculty are in the same position as their students. They will use the computer if it is convenient to do so and if it does not involve a major diversion into a technical field which is essentially extraneous to the basic subject matter. The closed-shop computing service in which the professor has (in principle anyway) only to describe his problem to a professional is of course intended to serve this need but we believe it is axiomatic that no university computing center will ever be adequately staffed to do this job in any complete sense. We rather suspect that most industrial and research establishments * Department of Industrial Engineering.
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that have access to a computer are similar to the university in this regard.
There is no longer any serious debate as to whether nonprofessional users should program in a problemoriented or a machine-oriented language. The question would rather seem to be whether a single problem-oriented language can possibly be appropriate for a wide range of users. We speak of wide range now, not in terms of subject matter but in degree of involvement in the intricacies of computing. It is just possible that the gulf between neophyte and professional programmers, like the gulf between scientific and data processing applications, is too wide to be bridged by a single language without serious compromise of objectives. The problem-oriented languages are advocated both as means of reducing the burden of initiation and as means of improving the productivity of professional programmers. We think it is reasonable to ask if something is not being lost in both areas by asking a single language to serve both objectives. Current prospects in languages--ALGOL and new" editions of FORTRAN--appear to be offering an increasing amount of power and flexibility, but requiring increased sophistication on the part of the user. They seem, not surprisingly, to be increasingly well suited to the professional needs of those who are making the revisions.
Faced with the declared intent of the faculty of the College of Engineering at Cornell to begin to teach computing to all engineering undergraduates at an early point in their career and to expect them to use this ability throughout their undergraduate program we took a hard look at the language question. Our equipment made available the very fine Burroughs implementation of ALGOL-58 (on the B-220) and FORTRAN (on the Control Data 1604). The obvious course was to continue our previous practice of extracting a subset of one of these "senior" languages for introductory instruction. This had the apparent virtue of easy expandability and some compatability with computing installations away from campus. Yet on close examination neither seems of overwhelming importance. While converting a library of programs from one language to another is a formidable task, converting a programmer is nmch easier. The similarities of the various compiler languages are more striking than the differences. Moreover, with there being many dialects of FOI~TRAN and somewhat less than complete agreement on ALGOL as an international standard it would seem that a student is going to be faced with Volume 6 / Number 6 / June, 1963
Communications of the ACM 317 learning more than one computing language if he perseveres in his use of the computer no matter what he learns in his first encounter. About all that can be said of the computing world of the late sixties into which our students will emerge is that neither FORTRAN-62 nor ALGOL-58 is going to be the standard language. We began to speculate on what a language might be like if devised specifically for the occasional and unsophisticated programmer, without concession to the power and flexibility that a professional would demand. This speculation led to the formulation of a language, the construction of compiling programs to implement the language on the 220 and the 1604:, and a field test which has, to date, involved almost 4000 student-written programs. *
The CORC Language
We sought a language with which a usable facility for simple problems could be taught as rapidly as possible and which could be readily recalled to service after considerable periods of disuse. This clearly required a language with simple structure, few rules and special conventions, and a high degree of compatibility with common English and algebraic usage. We began by examining our experience in teaching ALGOL and FORTRAN to determine just what topics took the most time and provided the most difficulty. Secondly, we attempted to summarize and characterize the mistakes most frequently encountered in student programs written in these languages.
We translated our general criteria into a set of specific design rules:
1. There should be as few different types of statements as possible.
2. All statements should be executable--there should be no compiler-controlling declarations.
3. Ordinary decimal numbers should be used. There should be no explicit distinction between numbers with and without a decimal point.
4. Special programming forms would be used which would be highly restrictive, but largely self-explanatory. Their layout and labelling could reduce the number of rules and restrictions that would have to be elsewhere stated.
5. There should be few rules, and even fewer exceptions. In considering where teaching time is spent it is clearly evident that the trouble spots are in input-output and the treatment of subroutines. The input-output problem was quickly "solved" by specifying a rigid format. Input is by a READ statement which simply lists the variables to be provided with values. The data is provided, one word per card with format dearly indicated on a special printed form. Output is by means of a WRITE statement in which the desired variables are listed. The names and values of these variables are displayed in a standard format, easily read by someone who has never seen the particular proThe writers acknowledge their great debt to R. Bowen, J. Evans, D. Freeman, J. Rudan, and R. Sanderson who made major contributions to the project. gram or heard of CORC or a computer. A TITLE statement allows the programmer to further label his results.
The treatment of subroutines was the subject of much deliberation and the solution represents probably the most unique aspect of CORC. It offers significant simplification compared to other algorithmic languages, but concomitant limitation in power. The solution is the concept of a "repeatable block" of statements. In simple and restrictive manner this provides the basic iteration statement of the language (corresponding to FORTRAN'S DO statement) as well as the subroutine or procedure. A sequence of statements is identified as a "block" by being preceded by a BEGIN statement and followed by an END statement. The BEGIN and END are clearly related to each other by bearing identical labels. These blocks are properly closed subroutines. They can be located anywhere in the program and one cannot "fall into" a block by encountering its BEGIN statement in the normal sequential execution of the program. (The program would continue with the statement following the block END just as if the block did not exist.) The block may be entered only by means of a REPEAT statement which has one of three forms:
where E is an arithmetic expression, p is a relational operator and V is a variable. The block need not be contiguous to the REPEAT statement--many REPEAT statements may refer to the same block. In each case the identity and limits of the block are evident from the labelling. This admittedly requires more writing than ALGOL or FORTRAN, particularly for cases where the blocks are short and directly following the controlling statement, but the simplicity of rules and the clarity with which a strange program can be followed are more than sufficient compensation.
The blocks provide a rudimentary subroutine ability. The programmer is spared the relatively difficult concept of a dummy variable (and of course denied the power of the concept) as all variables are free and open to the entire program. A one-variable subroutine may be effected by using the REPEAT... FOR statement to substitute a variable with the reservation that the "dummy" variable cannot be carelessly duplicated elsewhere in the program.
We believe that complex subroutine structures are infrequently encountered in the type of service for which CORC is intended. When they are encountered they represent a tremendous source of confusion and error and the neophyte might be better off with the tedious but straightforward CORC procedure.
All numbers will be carried in floating point form in the program, truncated to word length as necessary. (Our truncation points are different in the 10-digit 220 and the 48-bit 1604.) The programmer may use integers and decimals as in common practice without special convention or distinction.
CORC provides for subscripted variables, with a maximum of two subscripts, but with an unlimited number of levels. (Expressions including subscripted variables may appear in subscripts.) Desirous of eliminating the "array" or "dimension" declaration, and being unwilling to specify a standard dimension we make a virtue out of necessity and require a "preliminary dictionary of variables." All variables to be used--not just those with subscripts--nmst be listed on a special printed form. A space for dimension declaration is provided and initial values may also be given. While an experienced programmer would certainly regard this as an unnecessary and onerous burden it is a ve~T worthwhile discipline for a beginner. (This dictionary also allows some interesting opportunities in the compiler, which will be discussed below.)
The assignment statement is conventional except for the prefatory word LET; i.e. LET X = Y. The word LET emphasizes the fact that the statement is a command and not an equation, and it permits a rule without exception that every statement starts with a "reserved" word. It also provides a measure of redundancy that is used to good advantage in the compiler. The IF statement is a two-way branch on a true or false condition:
IF ElpE2
THEN GO TO label 1 ELSE GO TO label 2 In summary, the language consists of just nine types of statements (written one to a line, with FORTRAN-type continuation) :
LET GO TO IF REPEAT (BEGIN, END) READ WRITE TITLE NOTE (program comment) STOP Although a long and complete manual is available and used for initial presentation, the rules for the language can be succinctly but completely written on one page, and in fact are printed on the reverse side of one of the programruing forms.
CORC Compilers
The CORC compilers (one for the 220 and one for the 1604) were prepared simultaneously during the Summer of 1962. They were constructed in the same spirit as the language--we intended to sacrifice the "efficiency" of compilation and of the object code whenever by so doing, the task of the CORC programmer could be made easier. We hoped that the additional computer time required to compile and execute a program in CORC as compared to ALGOL or FORTRAN would at least in part be offset by a reduction in the number of machines approaches required to achieve successful execution of a program. However, the results are surprising in that the compile and execute times for CORC appear to be quite comparable to those of 220 ALGOL and 1604 FORTRAN and any reduction in the number of machine approaches is a clear dividend.
We undertook to construct a compiler which would perform much more comprehensive and informative diagnostic work during compilation than is usual, and which would include various monitoring routines in the object code so that errors which do not appear until execution could be discovered at that time. Secondly, we resolved to try to correct program errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation, whenever the context gave a reasonable indication of what was intended. Finally, and perhaps most important, we wanted a compile-and-go system that would always go. Any source program, no matter how badly written, should produce a connected, executable object code, and the system should always execute this code. (Virtually the only exception is when the memory capacity is exceeded.) This provides to the programmer the benefit of the execution-phase diagnostic ability of CORC as well as any diagnostic messages he may have included in his program. For example, when the execution monitor detects an illegal argument for one of the functions (say, the square root of a negative number is indicated) a legitimate argument is substituted and execution continues. (In the case of the square root the absolute value of the argument is used.) An error message is produced at the time of detection which announces the name of the function whose rules were violated, the card serial number of the source language statement in which the offense took place, and the nature of the corrective action taken. The corrective action and continued execution is not done in hope that a correct numeric answer can still be obtained, but simply to allow the continued test of the rest of the program.
Another example of somewhat unique execution monitoring is with regard to subscripts. The value of a subscript, at the time of execution, must be a positive integer between one and the declared maximum. This is checked each time that a subscripted variable is called. A negative number or zero is replaced by one, a non-integral number is truncated, and an over-large value is replaced by the declared maximum. An error message is produced, giving the source-language variable name, the source-language statement number, the nature of the difficulty and the corrective action taken. This particular feature makes it impossible for an erroneous subscript to overwrite an otherwise good section of program--a type of error to which even experienced programmers are susceptible.
The preliminary dictionary allows the compiler to do interesting error correction. When a variable is encountered which was not listed in the dictionary the compiler must decide whether the error consists of an omission from the dictionary or a misspelling (or mis-punching) of a variable which was listed. Temporarily it is assumed to be a new variable and it is added to the dictionary with an announcement of this action. After all of the source language statements have been processed the compiler reexamines Volume 6 / Number 6 / June, 1963
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The simple structure and redundant form of the language make grammatical correction feasible. Most of the statement types have more than one key word or symbol and can successfully survive some omission. For example, if the word LET is omitted from an assignment statement the statement is still unambiguously identified and determined by the operator "=". On the other hand, if the word LET is properly given, the statement can survive the misuse of the relational operator EQL for the substitution operator "=" (which is a very common mistake). Similar corrections are made in other statements. The compiler records the type and usage of each statement label. When a label known to be of the block type (by previous referencing in a REPEAT statement) is first applied to a statement type other than BEGIN, a BEGIN statement is inserted. Blocks may be nested, but not overlapped and the compiler makes sure that this rule is observed--adding BEGIN and END statements and switching labels with a rather heavy hand. The results are interesting more often than correct, but an executable program is obtained.
In addition to listing uncalled labels, the compiler reports such suspicious usages as variables declared but not used, or used only on the left hand side of statements. There are many other types of minor editing. An attempt is made to redress any unbalance in the use of parentheses, and a plus is supplied for a missing operator except for two adjacent operands, when a multiplication sign is provided.
When the compiler finally despairs of repairing a statement, the offending statement is deleted and replaced with a TITLE bearing the statement number and an announcement of the substitution. During execution this message is printed each time that the missing statement would have been executed.
If on termination of execution one or more errors have been discovered in either compilation or execution the program automatically provides a dump of the final value fox' each of the dictionary variables, and a frequency count of the number of times each statement label is encountered in execution. (One can of course ensure the appearance of this information by making a deliberate and harmless error--such as writing the word DUMP as a final "statement".)
The separate compilers for the 220 and the 1604 are completely compatible; they accept identically the same source-language deck and produce similar output. The 1604, of course, does its work substantially faster than the 220 and will accept much larger problems before confessing that its storage capacity is overtaxed. The 220 compiler is a more complex program, with three separate overlays of the 5000 word core and vigorous use of scratch tapes. The 1604 luxuriously holds the compiling routine in core during execution of the object program and no tapes are employed except when the optional off-line card-to-tape and tapeto-printer operation is used.
A Field Test; of CORC
CORC has been operating at the Cornell Computing Center since September, 1962. A procedure is used in which students deposit their programs at the Center, written on the special CORC forms. The personnel of the Computing Center key-punch the programs (without verification) and make the initial computer run. Card decks, original programs and computer output are then returned to the students in a large work room where card files, work tables, desk calculators, and key punches are provided. The students are responsible for making corrections in the card decks as necessa~T and placing these in a re-run drawer. The work is handled on a first-come-firstserved basis and no attempt is made to segregate the problems by course. Except for a few times when the key-punching load peaked drastically a 24 hour turnaround time has been provided. Often a program submitted before 9 AM would be ready in late afternoon.
As of this writing almost 4000 programs have been submitted by more than 300 students in 20 different courses. The average number of passes to achieve acceptable operation is slightly more than two (somewhat more than 4000 reruns have been submitted). Equally significant, about half of the programs ran acceptably on the first pass. In interpreting these results one should bear in mind that for the majority of these students, instruction in CORC was an incidental inclusion in a mathematics or engineering course and that the instructor was simultaneously experiencing his first contact with automatic computation. In addition some reruns were occasioned by key-punching errors that were no fault of the students', and during the first weeks of operation reruns were occasionally required fox" programs that revealed residual faults in the compiler.
On the whole the language and the operating system have been most satisfactory. Students, faculty and the Computing Center seem satisfied with the performance. We expect to put the present system into full-scale service next Fall, which will involve about 1000 new programmers each year, with a total of perhaps 3000 students making intermittent use of the system. This would provide an average load of 150-200 programs per day.
We are aware that FORTRAN and ALGOL can be taught to large numbers of students in relatively short periods of time and can be used in a closed-shop operation such as the one we have described. Co rnell has used the Burroughs ALGOL extensively in this manner in prior years. We are also aware that there are pedagogical techniques such as programmed learning and filmed lectures which can make this instruction efficient and economical. But we are entirely convinced that given the same competence of instructor and students and comparable instructional methods a CORC-like language can be significantly more rapidly taught and learned than FORTRAN or ALGOL and is a much more practical computing vehicle for the occasional programmer.
Although changes in the source language may be made from time to time we intend to resist the pressures and temptations to snake seemingly innocent additions which could in time erode the basic objective of the project. The implementing compilers are a different story altogether and we hope to see them undergo continual improvement. In particular we believe that much more elaborate and effective error-correction than we currently provide can be practically accomplished.
We confidently expect that CORC will be used at Cornell for some years to come. We are willing to export the language but we do not intend to measure the success of the project by the number of other centers which adopt its use. CORC was constructed to serve a practical and local need at Cornell and to prove a point: it is possible to construct a language and a compiler that will make some of the benefit of automatic computation more readily available to an unskilled programmer by shifting more of the burden of the process onto the computer. CORC is only a start in this direction and we expect that others, more knowledgeable of the computing art than we, will produce systems which serve these goals much better. We think it is clear that a single algorithmic language will not adequately serve the needs of both professional and amateur programmers. Once this proposition is accepted and compromise solutions abandoned both groups can take better advantage of the computing power that is available today. A thorough formalized description of the KL~PA language is given in [4] ; therefore here we give only the most important information about the formal side of the language, hoping that it will be sufficient to understand the main principles of the syntax of the language.
The External
In the present paper the authors aim to exhibit those features of the KLIPA translator for the URAL-2 which are, in our opinion, most important, new, and potentially useful to those who construct compilers.
KLIPA is used for the automatic performance of the following tasks:
(1) combining separate portions of a program (2) selecting and including desired standard and library subroutines into the main program (3) assembling sections of the main program (4) calling proper sections of the program (5) transmission to and from auxiliary storage. The form of KLIPA is by no means accidental. To the extent allowed by the unavoidable urgency under which the language was constructed, KLIPA exemplifies the authors' general views on automatic programming and its connection with the internal organization (logical The translator for KLIPA was constructed by a team of scientists from the Computation Centre of the Polish Academy of Sciences, which included, besides the authors, Mrs. Jadwiga Empacher, Miss Jadwiga Zdanowska and Mr. Ryszard Solich. design) of computers. Since we believe this problem to be of the utmost importance, we shall devote additionally a few words to express our point of view.
In our opinion the logical design of most contemporaL\y computers is not quite fit for optimal translation from an external language into machine codes, and thus existing translators either are very quick in operation but produce programs very far from optimal (e.g. MAD, Manchester Autocode), or, coming near to our understanding of the word "optimal", are hopelessly slow (e.g. SAKO, c.f. [5] ).
Some experts, particularly Soviet ones [6] , are of the opinion that very complicated programs are written better by compilers (translators) than by programmers working in machine codes. It seems, however, that this may be true only if one compares coding in absolute addresses with fully automatic coding. Nevertheless, we should bear in mind that there exists a third coding technique, viz., quasi-manual coding which consists in preserving the form of machine codes while relying on an automatic process for performance of the snore tedious tasks.
We found that programming in ]~LIPA is both easier and quicker than it is in machine code, and there is practically nothing left to be desired from the optimization point of view.
Of course, it should not be inferred that the authors dismiss the possibilities of a real autocode. We tufty express the opinion that sophisticated autocodes need computers which are built to meet very specific demands, which otherwise have to be satisfied by long and time-consuming sequences of operations--and the URAL-2 computer is anything but such a computer.
When constructing KLIPA the authors found very useful the experience gained during exploitation of the EMAL-2, a Polish-made drum computer, operated in the Computer Centre of the Polish Academy of Science for two years.
Description of the URAL-2
In Table 1 , the main characteristics of the computer are listed. The tape reader was attached to the URAL-2 at Volume 6 / Number 6 / June, 1963
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